
Title of Lab:   Blood Spatter Analysis 
(From: GVL) 
 

Purpose(s) of Lab:  Determine the effect that the angle of impact has on blood spatter. 

 

Materials:   

 

 Several sheets of blank, white paper 

 Simulated blood (about 50-100 ml) 

o You will need: 

o 2 fl ozs ivory dish washing liquid 

o red food coloring 

o container for mixing 

o spoon 

 1 dropper 

 Protractor 

 Roll of masking tape 

 Meter stick 

 Metric ruler 

 

Procedure:   

*Make sure you do this somewhere that you can make a bit of a mess (outside, garage, 

basement) but also somewhere that wind or rain will not affect your results! 

You will be making measurements of the diameter D and length L for five individual spatters 

created at the following impact angles; 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°.  

Set up the target board as shown in the diagram below. 

Your first drop will be at 90 degrees – dropping vertically onto a board on the floor. For all other 

angles, use the following procedure: Place your clipboard or piece of cardboard against a wall, 

using a protractor at the top of the board where it meets the wall set the angle formed to 15° and 

securely tape it to the wall (see Figure 2). Note the angle formed by the board and wall is 

identical to the angle formed by the board and the trajectory of a blood drop, because the blood 

drops trajectory is parallel to the wall. Now tape a clean white sheet of paper to the target board 

and label the bottom right corner with the angle that the board is set at.  

Use the dropper to suck up some of the blood. Hold the stick 1 meter above the target sheet and 

gently drop some blood onto the paper, one drop at a time. Do not flick the dropper or move it 

rapidly in any way to make the drop release, this could impart a different velocity and direction 

to the drop (we only want gravity acting on the drop). Repeat making individual spatters on the 

sheet until you have at least 8 or more good spatters that have not run much, or overlap any other 

spatters. Note, you only need to measure 5 spatters but it is good to have a few spares just in 

case.  



Method of setting up the board using a protractor: 

 

After completing the spatters on the sheet carefully remove it from the target board and lay it flat 

some where safe to dry (drying times will vary, but usually the sheets are dry after one hour). 

Repeat the steps above for: 30°,45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°. When finished you should have blood 

spatter sheets made at 7 different angles. When the sheets are dry label 5 spatters on each sheet 1 

through 5. Using the metric ruler, carefully measure the width of each spatter (D) and the length 

of each spatter (L) (to the nearest 10
th

 of a mm) and write the values down beside the spatter.  

 

Next, use a scientific calculator in degree mode and calculate the angle using the following 

formula: sin-
1
(D/L). Note that this is the Inverse Sine function and will be listed on your 

scientific calculator as "sin-
1
". " 

 

Also, replace the old formula (sine=D/L) in the far right column of the data table in this same 

area, in the Conclusion section, in the questions section and the last data table on the third page 

of the document with the updated formula: "sin-
1
(D/L)". 

 



 

 

Data:   
 

  Drop 1 Drop 2 Drop 3 Drop 4 Drop 5 Avg sine   = 

D/L 
(use avg) 

90º D        

L        

75º D        

L        

60º D        

L        

45º D        

L        

30º D        

L        

15º D        

L        

 

 

Results:  What affect did the angle have on the blood drops? 

 

Conclusion:  When you calculated the last column of your data table, sine   = D/L, it should 

have matched the angle you were testing.  Did you find this to be accurate?  Why or why not? 

 

Questions:   

 

Look at the following blood spatters and based on you data table, make a hypothesis of the angle 

on impact for each. Then measure the diameter and length and calculate the angle of impact for 

each using sine   = D/L. 

 

 Hypothesis sine   = D/L 

 

  



 

  

 

  

 
 

 

Adapted from: http://www.lakesideschool.org/upperschool/departments/science/forensics/ 


